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 ALLIANCE AIR IS FURTHER EXPANDING ITS WINGS IN NORTH EAST INDIA.  

 NOW FLY DIBRUGARH-HOLLONGI-ZIRO & BACK EFFECTIVE 29TH NOVEMBER 2022 AND DIBRUGARH-

HOLLONGI-PASIGHAT & BACK EFFECTIVE 30TH NOVEMBER 2022   

With the vision of Connecting New India, it is our endeavour to offer better air connectivity between tier-2 / tier-3 

towns with their closest city hubs. Keeping with this endeavour, Aerial connectivity is further enhancing in 

mountainous cities of North East India which plays a vital role with not only connecting the residents of various 

cities with ease of travel but also plays a major role in building tourism & trade for the region. Alliance Air is further 

expanding its wings in Arunachal Pradesh & Assam effective 29th November 2022.  

Following are the routes mentioned below:- 

a) DIBRUGARH-HOLLONGI-ZIRO:- 29TH November 2022 

 

From To Frequency Departure Time Arrival Time Aircraft Type 

DIBRUGARH HOLLONGI 2 times weekly 1020 1110 Dornier Do-228 

HOLLONGI ZIRO 2 times weekly 1130 1205 Dornier Do-228 

ZIRO HOLLONGI 2 times weekly 1225 1300 Dornier Do-228 

HOLLONGI DIBRUGARH 2 times weekly 1320 1405 Dornier Do-228 

 

b) DIBRUGARH-HOLLONGI-PASIGHAT:- 30th November 2022 

 
North Eastern cities allure tourists with wonderful verdant valleys, hilly streams, lush green forests, vast tea 

gardens, snowcapped mountain peaks, mighty rivers, tribal culture, colorful fairs and festivals. North-east India is a 

potpourri of different areas famous for natural beauty and cultural diversity. These flights will open a seamless 

gateway and smooth aerial access option for nature lovers, travelers, tourist etc. 

Enhanced connectivity in the North-eastern region of India will help bolster tourism and trade in the region and 
contribute to the economic development of the states. Alliance Air is humbled to be the first airline to embark 
upon the journey of operating the Made-in-India aircrafts and contributing towards the honourable PM's 
Atmanirbhar Bharat initiative. Dekho Bharat ke rang, Alliance Air ke sang! 
 
To know more about our various promotional offers, passengers can log on to: www.allianceair.in or contact any of 
our travel partners. 

From To Frequency Departure Time Arrival Time Aircraft Type 

DIBRUGARH HOLLONGI 2 times weekly 1020 1110 Dornier Do-228 

HOLLONGI PASSIGHAT 2 times weekly 1130 1230 Dornier Do-228 

PASSIGHAT HOLLONGI 2 times weekly 1250 1350 Dornier Do-228 

HOLLONGI DIBRUGARH 2 times weekly 1410 1455 Dornier Do-228 


